PRESS RELEASE

CAS UPHOLDS AIU AND WADA APPLICATIONS AND REINSTATES THE PROVISIONAL SUSPENSION OF SWISS SPRINTER ALEX WILSON

28 JULY 2021, MONACO: The Athletics Integrity Unit (AIU) acknowledges the decision made by the Court of Arbitration for Sport (CAS) Ad Hoc Division to uphold its application, together with that lodged by the World Anti-Doping Agency (WADA), to reinstate the provisional suspension of Swiss athlete Alex Wilson with immediate effect. This means the athlete will no longer be eligible to compete at the Tokyo 2020 Olympic Games.

Brett Clothier, Head of the AIU said: “The AIU has the responsibility for overseeing all national-level cases alongside the cases in its direct jurisdiction. We were not satisfied with the national-level decision to lift the mandatory provisional suspension on the athlete and so together with WADA we appealed the decision. Today's ruling by the CAS Ad Hoc division is the right outcome and demonstrates a proper application of the rules. This case reflects the AIU's commitment to protecting the interests of clean athletes and ensuring a level-playing field in Tokyo.”

An out-of-competition sample collected from Wilson on 15 March 2021 revealed the presence of a metabolite of an anabolic steroid - trenbolone, a substance prohibited at all times - and a mandatory provisional suspension was imposed on him by Anti-Doping Switzerland.

The athlete alleged that the presence of the prohibited substance was caused due to the consumption of contaminated beef he ate in a Jamaican restaurant in the USA, and challenged the suspension at the Disciplinary Chamber of Swiss Olympic which rendered a final decision on 02 July and lifted the provisional suspension on the athlete.

The AIU, on behalf of World Athletics, and WADA both filed an application against the Disciplinary Chamber’s decision with the CAS Ad Hoc Division in Tokyo requesting that the provisional suspension be reinstated. The case will now be remitted to the Disciplinary Chamber for a hearing on the merits in due course.
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About the Athletics Integrity Unit

The Athletics Integrity Unit (AIU) is the independent body created by the World Athletics that manages all integrity issues - both doping and non-doping - for the sport of athletics. The remit of the AIU includes anti-doping, the pursuit of individuals engaged in age or competition results manipulation, investigating fraudulent behaviour with regards to transfers of allegiance, and detecting other misconduct including bribery and breaches of betting rules. It is the AIU’s role to drive cheats out of our sport, and to do everything within its power to support honest athletes around the world who dedicate their lives to reaching their sporting goals through dedication and hard work.
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